


Welcome to the Easter edition of our E-Book!
We are so thrilled to see that you are enjoying

our activities, recipes, and more.
There is absolutely nothing that means more
to us than connecting with you and knowing

that you and your family are taking part in our
fun activities! 

So we hope you have a very happy Easter, and
that you enjoy the fun and games to come!
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INGREDIENTS: 
300g Plain Flour
150g Caster Sugar
150g Salted Butter
1 Large Egg
1 tsb Vanilla Extract
500g Royal Icing Sugar

Today we're giving the
recipe for cutest biscuits
you've ever seen! Make

your very own egg shaped
biscuits this Easter and
decorate them however

you want to! 

BISCUIT RECIPE



GET BAKING

1.  Add the sugar and flour to a bowl, mix in the butter and
rub together with your fingertips until the mixture is like
wet sand with no lumps of butter. Use your hands to knead
the dough together – try not to overwork the dough, or
the biscuits will be tough. Shape into a disc, then wrap in
cling film and chill for at least 15 mins. Heat the oven to
180C/160C fan/gas 4. Line two baking sheets with baking
parchment.

2. Dust a work surface with flour. Halve the dough, then
roll one half out to the thickness of a £1 coin. Use an egg-
shaped cookie cutter to stamp out as many cookies as you
can, then transfer them to one of the baking sheets,
leaving a little space between the biscuits. Repeat with the
other half of the dough. 

3. Bake for 12-15 mins, until the biscuits are pale gold.
Cool on the tray for 10 mins, then transfer to a wire rack
to cool fully. Once cool, decorate to your liking (see next
steps). Keep in an airtight container for up to five days.



4. To decorate the biscuits with icing, add enough water to
the icing sugar to make a thick icing – it should hold its
shape without spreading when piped. Transfer about a third
of the icing to a piping bag fitted with a very small round
nozzle. Pipe an outline around the biscuits, then draw
patterns in the middle – lines, spots and zigzags, anything
your heart desires. 

5. Leave to dry for 10 mins. Divide the remaining icing
between as many colours as you’d like to use, then use the
gels to dye them. Loosen the icing with a few drops of
water, then transfer them to piping bags. Use the coloured
icing to fill the empty spaces on the biscuits. You may need
to use a cocktail stick to get it into the corners. Once
covered, leave to dry for a few hours.

Don't forget! 
Always make
sure to cook

with an adult!

FINAL STEPS





When Mr Wiggles was a young bunny, he dreamed of
being bestowed the highest honour a rabbit can be
given - the title of the Easter Bunny. This was no small
role, as even the smallest mistake could throw Easter
into chaos! Mr Wiggles' chance finally came one morning
when he was voted by the carrot committee to be the
Easter Bunny. Within the hour, he was given hundreds of
chocolate eggs to keep safe until it was time to hide
them for the Easter Egg hunt. 

Mr Wiggles was so worried that someone would steal the
eggs that he made his own special burrow in the middle
of a field where no one would even think to look. 
Feeling very pleased with himself, Mr Wiggles left the
burrow convinced all of the eggs would be safe until the
annual egg hunt in two days time. 
Mr Wiggles slept all the way through to the morning
before the egg hunt, he woke up feeling fresh and ready
to hide all of the eggs. Mr Wiggles walked for miles and
miles and couldn't seem to find the burrow that held all
of the eggs. He retraced his steps and began to panic.
He didn't recognise the area he was in at all. His worst
fear was coming true - had he ruined Easter after all? 
 Would he forever be remembered as the rabbit who
ruined Easter?
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He pushed these thoughts aside and held the hope that
he would find the eggs. Mr Wiggles searched high and
low, far and wide, until he came across a small little
mushroom with a paw print next to it. 
As he followed the prints all the way up the hill he came
to an opening, he ran quickly into the burrow, where he 
 was met with the beautiful multi-colour foils of the eggs
shining under the stream of sun from the entry way. The
colours danced across all of the walls in the burrow, like
he had entered a kaleidoscope. Mr Wiggles stared at the
walls in amazement, he truly thought that he had lost
these eggs forever. He quickly put all of the eggs into his
basket and made his way back to Hopville to hide all of
the eggs for the little bunnies to find. 

The next morning Mr Wiggles sat in the town square and
watched all of the little bunnies laughing, showing each
other all of the eggs they had found. Mr Wiggles smiled
proudly, he had done his job as the Easter Bunny. Mr
Wiggles learned a valuable lesson that day, everything
lost can be found again. 







It's been a pleasure to have you again! 
Please don't forget to share all of your

fantastic colouring sheets with us, we would
love to put them on our social media!

We hope that you and your family have an
egg-cellent easter, and that you spend plenty

of time playing, having fun, and most
importantly wearing smiles!


